My popular SANS Institute malware analysis
course has helped IT administrators, security
professionals, and malware specialists fight
malicious code in their organizations. In this
briefing, I introduce the process of reverseengineering malicious software. I cover
behavioral and code analysis phases, to make
this topic accessible even to individuals with a
limited exposure to programming concepts.
You'll learn the fundamentals and associated
tools to get started with malware analysis.
Security incident responders benefit from
knowing how to reverse-engineer malware,
because this process helps in assessing the
event's scope, severity, and repercussions. It also
assists in containing the incident and in planning
recovery steps. Those who perform forensic
investigations also benefit from mastering this
topic, because they learn how to understand key
characteristic of malware present on
compromised systems.
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How relevant malware has become in the context
of computer intrusions! Almost every data breach
announced publically, it seems, involves some form
of malicious software, such as backdoors, trojans,
network worms, exploits, and so on.
In this session, I will introduce you to the
approaches for analyzing malware, so you can turn
malicious executable inside out to understand
their inner-workings.
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When such an intrusion occurs at your
organization, will you be able to quickly assess the
threat? Knowing how to analyze malware can help
you understand the context of the incident, its
severity and repercussions. It can help you plan
your response to contain the incident’s scope and,
in some cases, understand what entities might be
behind the intrusion.
Perhaps that is why the individuals who are
looking to acquire malware analysis skills are no
longer just anti-virus and threat researchers, but
also system and network administrators, as well as
general security professionals. More and more
often, these individuals are being asked to
understand the capabilities of malware that their
organizations discover.
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Knowing how to analyze malware can bring an
element of control into an otherwise chaotic
environment that exists around a security incident.
It’s also a critical aspect of modern forensic
analysis actions, because it’s all too frequent for
investigators to discover malware on the
compromised systems.
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The approach to reverse-engineering that has
worked for many analysts involves two key phases:
behavioral analysis and code analysis. During
behavioral analysis, we examine how the specimen
interacts with its environment. The code analysis
phase allows us to learn about the specimen’s
capabilities by examining the code from which the
program is comprised.
You’ll see this approach in action in the upcoming
slides.
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I find that the best way to learn malware analysis is
by going through examples. The malicious
executable from which we’ll learn in this session is
captured on this slide. It’s a trojan copy of
Windows Live Messenger—a fake instant
messenger client that was being distributed to
victims via email. Many such trojans have the
capability of capturing the victims’ logon
credentials, and may have other “undocumented”
features.
Let’s see what capabilities are built into this
malicious executable. As I lead you through the
analysis, I’ll introduce the tools and techniques
that will help with the reverse-engineering
process.
Note that in this example, as with the majority of
malicious incidents you’ll probably encounter, we’ll
be examining a compiled Windows executable for
which we have no source code.
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I typically start examining a malicious executable
with behavioral analysis, because it comes more
easily to me than code analysis. If your strength is
in programming and x86 assembly, then you may
prefer to start with the code analysis phase
instead.
When performing behavioral analysis, we’re going
to infect a laboratory system with the specimen.
Then we’ll observe how the malicious executable
accesses the file system, the registry, and the
network. As we learn about the program’s
expectations of its runtime environment, we will
slightly adjust the laboratory infrastructure to
evoke additional behavior from the program. We
will also attempt to interact with the program to
discover additional characteristics it may exhibit.
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When performing malware analysis, it’s convenient to
use virtualization software when setting up your lab.
Such tools typically simulate the underlying hardware,
allowing you two run multiple instances of “virtual”
machines simultaneously. For instance, you could use
Windows 7 as your base OS, while having a separate
instance of Windows XP running in another window,
and a Linux instance running in another window.
Each virtual machine behaves mostly as “real” physical
systems, in that it has its own set of I/O peripherals,
RAM, network settings, and so on. All these aspects of
the virtual machine are, well, virtualized.
The convenience of a virtualized lab comes, in part,
from the flexibility of having multiple instances of
various operating systems available to you within a
single physical system. Virtualization software can
even emulate a network, so that your lab doesn’t need
to be connected to a physical network at all. Yet, the
virtual machines will be able to communicate with
each other over the simulated network, blissfully
unaware that the network is not “real.”
I typically use VMware for virtualization. Other choices
include Microsoft Virtual PC, Sun VirtualBox, etc.
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One of the most convenient aspects of using
virtualization software is its support for snapshots.
They allow you to preserve the current state of the
virtual machine with a click of a button, and return
to it with another click. VMware Workstation
support multiple snapshots, which comes in very
handy for “bookmarking” different stages of your
analysis, so you can move back and forth during
your experiments without losing important
runtime details.
Snapshot capabilities are also very useful for
reverting back to the system’s pristine state after
you’ve completed your research and want prepare
the lab for your next analysis. Save the state of the
virtual machine after you’ve installed the OS,
patched it, and set up the necessary tools. Once
you’re done with your analysis, click a button to
revert to that state. Very convenient!
Malware may have defenses that prevent it from
executing properly in a virtualized environment. In
these cases, the easiest step might be to use a set
of physical systems, instead. To mimic snapshot
functionality when you’re unable to use
virtualization software, use disk cloning tools such
as dd and Norton Ghost.
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Any malware analysis lab carries the risk of
malware finding a way to escape from your
sandbox. This risk is greater with a virtualized lab,
because the isolation it provides is not as reliable
as the literal air gap between physical systems.
Since virtualization software is written by human
beings, it will have bugs in it. Some of these bugs
are vulnerabilities that malicious software may use
in an attempt to escape the sandbox around your
laboratory system. To address this risk, I suggest
dedicating a single physical system to your
virtualized lab: run several virtual machines in it,
but don’t use that system for another purpose.
Also, don’t connect the laboratory box to your
production network unless required for performing
specific tasks.
It’s also very important to keep your virtualization
software up to date on security patches.
Sometimes they’re a pain to download and install.

If you notice anything suspicious in the lab
environment when performing your analysis,
restore the physical system from a backup copy,
and keep a close eye on the environment.
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Let’s see this approach in action. Let’s say you have
a suspicious executable that you’d like to analyze.
You bring it into your lab, possible via a removable
USB disk and place it on the desktop of the virtual
machine you’re about to infect. Now what?
First, take a snapshot of the state of the machine’s
file system and the registry. This will allow you to
quickly see what major changes have occurred on
the system after you infect it.
I like the free tool called RegShot for this purpose
(http://sourceforge.net/projects/regshot). To use
it, enable the “Scan dir1” option, and in the
corresponding window type “C:\”. This will allow
the tool to scan the registry and the full C: drive.
Click “1st shot”. After RegShot takes the first
snapshot, launch the malicious executable. Interact
with it a bit (e.g., try logging into it). Then kill the
process, if you can. Next, click the “2nd shot”
button in RegShot, and click the “Compare”
button. You’ll see a report that describes the major
changes to the system’s state. In this case, we see
that two files were added to the system.
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The two files that appeared on the system after we
infected it are pas.txt and msnsettings.dat. Take a
look at them using notepad.
It looks like pas.txt has captured the logon
credentials we used when logging into the
malicious executable. That makes sense, because
we received reports that this executable is a trojan
copy of Windows Live Messenger.
The msnsettings.dat file looks like a configuration
file of some sort.
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Another free tool that can help us understand how
the malicious program interacted with the file
system and the registry is Process Monitor
(http://technet.microsoft.com/enus/sysinternals/bb896645.aspx).
To use Process Monitor, run it while infecting the
system. I typically launch the tool right after taking
the first RegShot snapshot. Remember to pause
capture in Process Monitor before taking the
second RegShot snapshot.
Process Monitor records API calls it observes on
the system that deal with file system and registry
access. It shows the details of how programs
create, delete, read or modify the local
environment. In the screen shot on this slide, you
see attempts by our malware specimen to create
pas.txt file and to locate the msnsettings.dat file.
Process Monitor’s log is very comprehensive.
However, it is also very noisy. I use RegShot to
make sure that I don’t miss anything critical, while
I rely on Process Monitor to present a
comprehensive perspective on the specimen’s
interactions with the file system and the registry.
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Reverse-engineering malware can help you
become better at incident response and forensic
analysis. In our scenario, we have already
discovered that Windows Live Messenger trojan
makes use of the msnsettings.dat file. Now you
know to look for it on the compromised system,
even if you didn’t initially realize that this file was
important.
Once you have a copy of msnsettings.dat, you can
open it to see whether it reveals additional details
about the program. On this slide, I’ve highlighted
several lines from that file.

One is a string “test,” which we may be able to use
later when trying to understand how the trojan
processes the msnsettings.dat file. Another line,
“gsmtp185.google.com” specifies an SMTP mail
server; this suggests that our specimen has the
ability to send email. The file also includes an
email address, “mastercleanex@gmail.com”. This
may be the recipient of the information that the
trojan might attempt to send out. Of course, these
are just theories at this point. We’ll need to
confirm or deny them during subsequent analysis
steps.
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It helps to have several tools to observe the
malicious program’s interactions with its
environment. Another very useful and free tool I’d
like to tell you about is CaptureBAT
(http://www.honeynet.org/node/315).
CaptureBAT is similar to Process Monitor in that it
records local processes’ interactions with their
environment. CaptureBAT’s logs tend to be less
noisy than those created by Process Monitor. This
is because CaptureBAT comes with filters that
eliminate the majority of standard, non-malicious
activities from the logs. You can customize these
filters to your liking, as they are text files located in
the directory where you install CaptureBAT.
If you launch CaptureBAT with the “-c” parameter,
it will capture any files deleted in the background,
allowing you to look at and restore even those files
that the Windows Recycle Bin cannot capture.

Launching CaptureBAT with the “-n” parameter
tells the tool to capture network traffic, like a
sniffer would, saving the result into a local .cap file.
As you can see on this slide, CaptureBAT confirmed
our earlier findings about the malware specimen.
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You can load the .cap file created by CaptureBAT
into a full-feature network sniffer, such as
Wireshark (http://www.wireshark.org). If you don’t
like using CaptureBAT, you could also use
Wireshark to capture traffic direct off the
laboratory network.
As you can see on this slide, the sniffer shows that
the infected system has issued a DNS query,
attempting to resolve the hostname
“gsmtp185.google.com”. The “smtp” in the
hostname suggests that the malware specimen is
looking for a mail server to connect to, reinforcing
our earlier theory of how the trojan might use this
hostname.
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To confirm how the specimen wishes to use
“gsmtp185.google.com”, allow the trojan to
resolve this hostname. Once it can resolve it, it will
presumably attempt connecting to it, and you will
be able to use a network sniffer to see what
service the specimen is trying to access.
To set up name resolution, insert an entry for the
hostname into the “hosts” file on the infected
system. A faster alternative is to use a tool called
Fake DNS, available as part of the Malcode Analysis
Pack toolkit from iDefense at the following URL:
http://labs.idefense.com/software/malcode.php#
more_malcode+analysis+pack
Fake DNS is a DNS server that you can configure to
answer any DNS query with a single IP address of
your choice. Which IP address should you use? I
suggest picking an IP address of some system in
your lab on which you can run the service that
malware may look for. This will redirect the
connection to the host where you’d set up the
listener, allowing the connection to be completed
so you can learn about its purpose.
In our example, captured on this slide, the network
sniffer confirmed that the infected system is
attempting to connect to TCP port 25 on
“gsmtp185.google.com”.
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Now that you know malware is looking for an
SMTP server, you can provide that service to it
within your lab. An easy way to do this is to use the
Mailpot tool, which is part of the previouslymentioned Malcode Analysis Pack available at:
http://labs.idefense.com/software/malcode.php#
more_malcode+analysis+pack
Mailpot pretends to be an mail server, happily
accepting SMTP messages from clients, but not
sending them out. Instead, it stores the messages
locally for your review.
To use Mailpot, run it on the host to which you
have redirected the SMTP server’s hostname using
FakeDNS, as shown on the previous slide.
Now you can see the contents of the message that
the trojan is mailing to the attacker. As highlighted
on this slide, the message includes the victim’s
Messenger username and password.
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How can we generalize the behavioral analysis
process we’ve been following? As you observe a
characteristic of the specimen, you typically notice
an element of the environment that the program is
looking for, yet does not possess in your lab. For
instance, the executable may be attempting to
resolve a host name. To evoke new characteristics,
you provide to the specimen the service it needs,
thus allowing it to perform further actions to fulfill
each its true potential.
With every service you add to the environment,
you learn more about the specimen. Note that if
you change too many environmental
characteristics at the same time, you malware may
perform too many new actions. This will speed up
your analysis at the expense of knowing exactly
what change was responsible for which observed
characteristic.
When do you stop molding the laboratory
environment to match the specimen’s expectations
and dependencies? When you there are no more
changes to introduce into the lab to evoke
previously-unseen behavioral characteristics.
That’s typically the point when you will want to
start the next phase of the reverse-engineering
process: code analysis.
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Behavioral analysis can be insightful and relatively
fast. However, it will rarely tell you everything you
need to know about malware of moderate and
advanced complexity. That’s where code analysis
can be of help. It can help reinforce your
behavioral findings, and can shine light on
additional properties of the specimen that you
may not have discovered behaviorally.
Code analysis can be tricky and time-consuming,
because in the world of malware you almost never
have the luxury of seeing the source code of the
program you’re analysis. Instead, you need to
reverse-engineer the compiled executable’s
functionality by examining its code at the assembly
level. A debugger and a disassembler can help you
in this task. A disassembler converts the
specimen’s instructions from their binary form into
the human-readable assembly form. A debugger
lets you step through the most interesting parts of
the code, interacting with it and observing the
effects of its instructions to understand their
purpose.
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OllyDbg is among my favorite tools for performing
code analysis. It’s free, very powerful, and includes
both a disassembler and a debugger. You can
download OllyDbg from:
http://www.ollydbg.de/
A good way to start analyzing the specimen’s code
often involves looking at the strings embedded in
its executable. To do this with OllyDbg, first load
the malicious executable into OllyDbg via File >
Open. Then, right-click on the code you will see in
the disassembler window, and select Search for >
All referenced text strings.
OllyDbg will then bring up a new window that will
show the strings it discovered, as you can see on
this slide. Notice that we have seen some of these
strings during behavioral analysis! Some of them
look like contents of the default msnsettings.dat
file that our specimen creates when infecting the
system.
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The reason we may be interested in looking at the
embedded strings is because the string listing
might include a reference to a malicious
characteristic or a behavioral trait that we would
like to understand. In this case, consider the
screenshot on this slide. We got here by
highlighting one of the instances of
“msnsettings.dat” strings, as shown on the
previous slide, and pressing Enter. Now, OllyDbg
shows us how the program makes use of this
string.
If we wanted to pursue this path of analysis
further, we could now set a breakpoint on this
command, run the trojan in the debugger, and see
what it does. We’re not going to investigate this
particular aspect of the malicious program,
because I want to show you another, more
interesting technique.
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You may recall that the version of msnsetting.dat
on the victim’s system was slightly different from
the version that the trojan created on our
laboratory system when we first ran it. Specifically,
in our case, the file contained the string “hello”,
while the victim’s version had the string “test”
instead. What’s that about?
The string “test” is not visible anywhere within the
body of the malicious executable when it’s not
running. That’s probably because the trojan loads
this string from msnsettings.dat during run time.
To understand how the trojan uses the string
“test,” we will search for it in the memory of the
running trojan.
Once we locate the string in the trojan’s memory,
we will set an access breakpoint there. A
breakpoint is a condition that tells the debugger
when to pause the normal execution of the
debugged program. Once the execution is paused,
the debugger will give us a chance to review the
debugged program’s run time environment to
understand what it is doing. This is probably the
most useful feature of a debugger in the context of
reverse-engineering malware.
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To make use of this technique, load the malicious
program into OllyDbg, then run it. Once the trojan
is running, press Alt+M to bring up the memory
map in OllyDbg. This shows the listing of the
memory segments mapped and used by the
currently-debugged executable. To search the
executable’s memory for a particular string, press
Ctrl+B in OllyDbg; then, enter your string. In this
case, we’ll enter “test” in the ASCII field of the
dialog box. Then press Enter.
It is possible that your string will be located in
several memory areas. The one you’re interested
in won’t necessarily be the fist one. To repeat your
search, click on the memory map window, then
press Ctrl+L. (Don’t forget to click on the memory
map window!)
In the case of our example, we’ll need to perform
the initial search via Ctrl+B. This will find us an
instance of “test” that is not promising. We will
repeat the search by pressing Ctrl+L once.
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Now that we’ve located the string “test” in the
trojan’s memory, we can set a breakpoint there. In
this case we’ll be setting a memory access
breakpoint, so that OllyDbg pauses the program’s
execution whenever it attempts to access this
particular memory area. Effectively, this will allow
us to catch the trojan while it is attempting to use
the “test” string; we will then be able to see how it
makes use of the string.
To set the brakpoint, highlight the exact characters
of the string “test”, then right-click and click
“Breakpoint” > “Memory, on access”.
The trojan will continue to run. Now we can either
wait for it to try using the sting, or attempt
interacting with the program to try to cause it to
use the string.
We can try interacting with the trojan by typing
some text into its first field, the one labeled “Email address”. If you type any character there after
setting our memory breakpoint, you will
immediately trigger the breakpoint, as you can see
on the next slide.
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As you can see on the left side of this slide, I entered a
character into the field. I picked a letter at random:
“g”. Right away, OllyDbg comes to the foreground,
because we just triggered an attempt by the trojan to
somehow use the string “test”. You can now interact
with the code, looking at its environment, and even
running it as slowly as one instruction at a time.
To execute one instruction, press F8. To examine the
run-time environment of the program, look at its
registersin the top right corner of the OllyDbg window.
A register is a specialized location on the CPU that can
store data and that is very fast.
What’s going on in this part of the code? Don’t worry
if you don’t understand much of the assembly code
you see there: this is just an introduction to malware
analysis, so I’ll walk you through the most important
parts. OllyDbg has highlighted the instruction that will
be executed next by the program, “CMP CL, BL”. This
compares contents of two registers, CL and BL. CL
points to the lowest byte of ECX; BL points to the
lowest byte of EBX, so it’s an efficient way of
comparing parts of ECX and EBX registers.
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Press F9 to continue executing the trojan. Delete
the “g” character you’ve entered previously. This
time, let the program match the first character of
the “test” string, and see how it compares the
second character. To do this, enter “ta” in the “Email address” box. If you keep triggering the
breakpoint, press F9 to continue. You want to
pause right after you’ve had a chance to type “ta”.
Press F8 to execute one instruction after you’ve
triggered the breakpoint, just like you did
previously. This time, if you look at contents of ECX
and EBX registers, you’ll notice that the trojan is
comparing the character “a” that we entered to
the character “e” that it seems to expect. That’s
because the CH register points to the second
lowest byte of ECX; the BH register points to the
second lowest byte of EBX.
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So, the trojan seems to be looking for the string
“test” in the “E-mail address” field. Exit the
debugger, launch the trojan by itself, and enter
“test” to see what happens.
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Voila! When you enter “test”, the trojan brings you
to a brand new screen that seems to allow you to
configure the trojan’s operation. As you can see on
this slide, the configuration options let you define
the passphrase to activate this string, the address
where the trojan will send captured logon
credentials, etc.
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It’s time to wrap up our analysis. What have we
learned about the trojan through the steps I
demonstrated? We established that the malware
specimen captures the victim’s Windows Live
credentials entered into the trojan version of
Windows Live Messenger. It saves the username
and password to a local file, and then sends it to
the attacker via Gmail. We also identified a file,
msnsettings.dat, which the trojan uses to store its
configuration. The attacker can customize the
configuration by typing “test” into the “E-mail
address” field of the trojan; this keyword is based
on the previously-saved contents of
msnsettings.dat.
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Great, we learned a bunch of details about a
malware sample. What’s the point? My goal was
not to teach you about this particular trojan’s
capabilities. Instead, I wanted to use it as the
context for introducing you to the key concepts
behind reverse-engineering malicious software.
The results of malware analysis are very useful for
security, systems, and network professionals. The
findings can help during incident response and
forensic investigation. They can also help you finetune your defensive mechanisms, and help you
create intrusion detection signatures for locating
the specimen across your enterprise.
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The general malware analysis approach, which I
described in this presentation, included behavioral and
code analysis phases.
We began by observing the specimen’s behavior in an
isolated lab using several monitoring tools. We used
our observations to determine how to interact with
the trojan, which produced additional results. We
were able to evoke additional malicious characteristics
by gradually molding the laboratory environment to
match the world within which the specimen expected
to operate.
Armed with an initial understanding of the program’s
capabilities, we employed code analysis to further
understand the program’s characteristics. We began
this phase by looking how the program uses
interesting strings, and employed memory access
breakpoints to identify areas of the code worth
examining further.
The best way to reinforce the techniques I discussed
here is to try the analysis on your own. This document
includes links to the tools I used. You can also
download a copy of the trojan on the website that
hosts this presentation and the corresponding
webcast: http://tinyurl.com/malcast. The full version
of the URL is: http://zeltser.com/reversemalware/malware-analysis-webcast.html.
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To help you master malware reverse-engineering
skills, I created a one-page cheat sheet, which you
can download and customize freely. It’s available at
http://tinyurl.com/reverse-malware-sheet. The full
version of the URL is:
http://zeltser.com/reverse-malware/reversemalware-cheat-sheet.html.
You may also find my other security cheat sheets
useful. You’ll find them at:
http://zeltser.com/cheat-sheets.
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My hope is that you’ll find this topic as fascinating
as I do. If you’d like to learn more about how to
reverse-engineer malware, consider taking the
course, which I teach at SANS Institute. It’s called
Reverse-Engineering Malware: Malware Analysis
Tools and Techniques, and you can read all about it
at: http://LearnREM.com.
The REM course teaches how to understand key
characteristics of malware that runs on or targets
Microsoft Windows systems. This includes both
executable files compiled to run natively on
Windows, as well as browser-based malware, such
as malicious JavaScript or Flash files.
If you decide to sign up, you’re welcome to use my
10% discount code: COINS-LZ.
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If you have any questions about malware analysis,
please get in touch with me—I’ll be glad to hear
from you! If you’re interested in malware, you
might like the updates I post on Twitter--you can
find me there at http://twitter.com/lennyzeltser.
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